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Abstract   This paper uses a method for shape reconstruction of a 2-D homogeneous object with 
arbitrary geometry and known electrical properties. In this method, the object is illuminated by a 
Gaussian pulse, modulated with sinusoidal carrier plane wave and the time domains’ footprint signal 
due to object presence is used for the shape reconstruction. A nonlinear feedback loop is used to 
minimize the difference between the measured and calculated signals obtained, by using FDTD at 
consecutive time windows. The layers of the objects’ shape are reconstructed while the incident plane 
wave moves over the objects’ surface. Based on the above method, some results are presented for an 
object with typical geometry. The effect of modulating carrier frequency was investigated for 
conductivity and dielectric objects. 
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دراين مقاله روشي براي بازسازي شكل اجسام دوبعدي همگن بـا ضـرائب الكتريـك و دي الكتريـك     چکيده     

در معرض تابش يك پالس تخـت گوسـي مـدول         ) هدف(در اين روش جسم نامشخص      . معلوم ارائه شده است   
در يـك   . شـود  زي مي گيرد و با استفاده از تغييرات ايجاد شده در سيگنال بازتابي شكل هدف بازسا              شده قرار مي  

 هـاي  ، در پنجـره   FDTDگيري شده و محاسبه شده به كمـك روش           حلقه بازخور غيرخطي خطاي بين مقادير اندازه      
مان با حركت موج از داخـل آن بازسـازي         زاي، هم  رسد و شكل هدف به صورت اليه       زماني متوالي،به حداقل مي   

 همچنـين   .طح مقطع نوعي، در اين مقاله آمـده اسـت         برخي نتايج حاصله از بازسازي شكل اهدافي با س        . شود مي
 .ه استشدي بررسي زتاثير فركانس مدوالسيون منبع تابشي بر صحت بازسا

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Electromagnetic inverse scattering is a method in 
which an object whose geometry and/or electrical 
properties is unknown and also illuminated by 
electromagnetic waves and also the unknown 
characteristics of the object is estimated, by 
analyzing the measured scattered field. This 
method can be applied in cases that the object is 
located somewhere far away from the observer and 
the visual inspection is not possible. So this 
method can be a useful technique for developing a 
remote sensing for different kinds of imaging in 
various sciences and running non-destructive test 
on dissimilar structures. 

     For solving inverse scattering problem, some 
approximations are usually considered such as 
ignoring diffraction effect or multiple scattering, 
although there are methods which calculate the 
exact solution. The word “exact” means that all 
diffraction and multiple scattering effects are 
included in the calculations and errors in the 
solution will arise solely due to numerical 
approximations such as discretization and round-
offs [1]. 
     Methods for solving inverse scattering problems 
are classified in two groups: The methods in time 
and in frequency domain. In the literature, most 
papers have worked in frequency domain. In 
frequency domain algorithms, the interaction of the 
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Figure 1. Block diagram of FDTD/feedback loop. 

entire medium with the incident field is considered 
simultaneously. For a general, inhomogeneous 
medium those are lost, can result in a very large 
number of unknown parameters, which usually 
ensures using approximations. In contrast, time 
domain approaches, can use causality to limit 
the region of inversion, potentially reducing the 
number of unknowns [2]. 
     For estimating the shape of an object, this paper 
aims to use, the time domain footprint signal of the 
object. This method reported by Umashankar, et al 
[1]. Assuming that the electrical properties of the 
object is known, the method uses a feedback loop 
to minimize the difference between the measured 
signal and the calculated signal obtained by using 
FDTD at consecutive time windows and 
reconstructs the layers of the objects’ shape while 
the incident wave passes through the object. The 
method is based on the causality principle. Using 
causality makes it possible to reconstruct the shape 
of the target simultaneously while the incident 
field moves on the target surface in consecutive 
time steps. A Gaussian pulse modulated with 
sinusoidal carrier was used as exiting source, and 
the effect of modulating carrier frequency was 
investigated for conductivity and dielectric objects. 
It will show that the carrier frequency doesn’t have 
any effect on conducting object reconstruction. 
The effect, on dielectric object reconstruction 
however is very significant, in particular at 
frequencies near resonance of the target; as well as 
at very low frequencies. Also the linear zone 
relative to observation point, clarified. The layer 
reconstruction, in this zone has correct answer. 
 
 
 

2. OPTIMIZATION LOOP 
 
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the basic shape 
optimization loop. The FDTD forward scattering 
code calculates the pulse response of a trial target 
subjected to plane wave illumination. The pulse 
response computed by FDTD at the observation 
point is then compared with the measured pulse 
response, and an error signal is generated. This 
error signal is fed into a shape optimization routine 
which perturbs the trial target in a way that reduces 
the difference between the FDTD trial response 
and the measured pulse response in the least-
square sense. We minimize error term given by: 

|FDTD
iE

N

1n
measured
iE|e ∑

=
−=  (1) 

 
Where measured

iE  the set of is measured samples 
of the pulse response at the observation point and 

FDTD
iE  is the set of time samples of the pulse 

response computed by the forward scattering 
FDTD block [2]. 
 
 
 

3. CAUSALITY LOCUS 
 
Figure 2 shows the movement of causality locus in 
two-dimensional free space after passing time t. In 
fact, causality explains that the locus of those 
points which can be considered as scatterer edge 
must satisfy the following formula: 
 

ctscatRscetY =+  (2) 
 
Let us suppose that the first part of scattered wave 
is received in the observation point at time t0. The 
causality locus in considered space is drawn on the 
basis of time t0. The first scattering point, which is 
technically called the first point, is located on this 
locus. Those points that can be considered as the 
first point is checked in feedback loop and the best 
of them would be chosen. In fact, the first point is 
simply the first point on the target which observer 
can detect at obsr  [2]. 
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Figure 2. Free space causality locus at time t. 
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Figure 3. Causality locus movement in free space without 
presence of scatterer. 
 
 
 

 
       (a)                          (b)                              (c) 
 
Figure 4. The target shape observed from different sides. 

     After locating the first point, we reconstruct the 
target sequentially in time as the causality locus 
moves across the target. The main advantage of 
causality locus is that, in a certain time, the partial 
shape of the target which is placed under causality 
locus would be reconstructed. Therefore, the 
complicacy of shape reconstruction would 
decrease and since it is considered a homogeneous 
object, its edges can be reconstructed. 
 
 
 

4. LAYER RECONSTRUCTION 
 
Figure 3 shows the way of causality locus 
movement in free space without the presence of 
scatterer. The source is a plane wave which is 
propagating in the +y direction. The observation 
point is located at x = 40 m and y = 10 m. In 
Figure 4, it can be seen that, as the causality 
locus goes far away from the observation point, 
it can be approximated as direct line in that part 
of space which is marked in the figure. This 
fact simplifies solving the inverse scattering 
problem. 
     If there is a target in a considered space that 
does not have reentrant features, the above 
approximation still holds. According to marked 
space in Figure 3, it is obvious that for more 
accuracy, the observation point should be far away 
from big objects. 
     This approximation helps one to reconstruct the 
target in layers. In fact, we can reconstruct the 
shape of target as a series of parallel layers. 
Thickness of each layer is determined according to 
the position of the causality locus toward previous 
layer. Optimization program must be able to find 
out the thickness of new layer and its position in 
comparison with previous layer which is already 
added. 
     In reconstruction of layers, calculating the 
round trip time window, from a row of grid for 
the front wave in order to calculate the minimum 
error is important. For conductive targets, the 
wave front does not enter the target and scattering 
starts from the target edges. By considering wave 
speed in the free speed zone, and relationship 
between time step and dimension of grid in FDTD 
programming, the optimum time window can be 
easily calculated. 
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Figure 5. The reconstructed shape for the side (a) of the target 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 6. The reconstructed shape for the side (b) of the target 
shown in Figure 4. 

     About dielectric targets, it should be noticed 
that electromagnetic wave can enter the target, so 
the round trip speed of wave in each layer, is 
affected by dielectric permittivity. In fact, just 
considering the dielectric permittivity of the target 
for calculation of the optimum time window is not 
enough and the reconstruction of the target shape 
will include error. It seems that in addition to 
dielectric permittivity, other factors such as 
frequency and the shape of previous layers have 
effects on multiple scattering and consequently 
scattered waves, so it needs more accuracy in 
choosing optimum time window. Because of this 
fact, for reconstruction of dielectric targets, some 
changes must be done in the program and in 
reconstruction of each layer, the best time window 
is chosen accordingly. 
 
 
 

5. RESULTS 
 
In this section, the results are presented for a 
conductive target which is illuminated by a plane 
wave from different directions. In other word, the 
target is observed from different angles (Figure 4). 
In all presented results, the incident wave is a TM-
polarized modulated by a Gaussian pulse carrier 
burst 5 cycles long. The frequency is 3GHz and the 
observation point is located at 0.5 λ0 from the front 
edge of the target. The space of the simulated area 
is discretized into 80 × 80 square cells. The spatial 
resolution of shape reconstruction is as the FDTD 
code resolution and equals 1mm (= λ0/100). The 
reconstructed shapes for different sides of the 
target have been presented in Figures 5-7. It is 
noted that for better visualization of the 
reconstructed shapes, the distance between the 
target and the observation point has not been 
shown in the presented figures. 
     There is a slight difference between the 
reconstructed shape shown in Figure 6 and its 
exact counterpart. In this case, the target is 
observed from an angle for which the target 
variations are not visible to the observer. The 
reconstruction error is due to the fact that the target 
variations lies in the shadow region and the 
variation is relatively high. It is noted that the same 
results are obtained for a dielectric target with the 
shape depicted in Figure 4. 

6. EFFECTS OF MODULATION 
FREQUENCY ON SHAPE 

RECONSTRUCTION 
 
In this section, the effect of modulation frequency 
on shape reconst ruct ion is  surveyed.  In  
reconstruction of conductive objects, the incident 
wave does not enter the object and the difference 
of wave speed in free space and inside the object 
does not make any change in causality locus. So if 
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Figure 7. The reconstructed shape for the side (c) of the target 
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 8. The reconstructed shape at f = 300 MHz. 
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Figure 9. The reconstructed shape at f = 3 GHz, 6 GHz and 10 
GHz. 

the edges of the considered target are approximately 
smooth, the causality locus in the space is linear; 
and no problem will happen in reconstruction. In 
addition, no approximation which is related 
to frequency has been used for solving the 
problem, and the target shape is reconstructed 
accurately. 
     In reconstruction of dielectric targets, since 
wave enter the target, the selection of the 
modulated frequency is important in low 
frequencies for which the dimension of the 
target is much smaller than the wavelength. 
In this case, electromagnetic fields inside the 
target are semi-static and do not have any 
wavy properties, so scattering fields do not 
contain needed information. Therefore the correct 
reconstruction of the shape is not possible. In 
addition, if the frequency is increased so that the 
target dimension is an integer multiples of λ/4, an 
intensive resonance takes place inside the target 
and scattering fields does not provide correct 
information for reconstruction. 
     In presented example, a dielectric square with 
dimensions 5 mm × 5 mm and εr = 4 is placed 
50mm far from observation point. The radiated 
pulse is modulated with 300 MHz, 3 GHz, 6 GHz, 
10 GHz, 15 GHz, and 30 GHz whose associated 
wavelengths are respectively, 1 m, 0.1 m, 0.05 m, 
0.03 m 0.02 m and 0.01 m. The results of 
reconstruction are shown in Figures 8-10. At 

frequency of 300 MHz for which λ = 1 m and at 
frequencies of 15 GHz and 30 GHz for which the 
dimensions of target are about λ/2 and λ/4, the 
results of reconstruction are not correct. 
 
 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The presented paper reconstructed the shape of an 
object by using the time domain footprint signal, 
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Figure 10. The reconstructed shape at f = 15 GHz and 30 
GHz. 

due to the object scattering. The main 
advantage of this method is its good speed in 
shape reconstruction. Also, the method is 
based only on the backscatter footprint signal, 
whose measurement procedure is simpler, with 
respect to those methods which need bi-static 
radar cross sections. Furthermore, in reconstructing 
the shape of the target, all effects arising from 
wave scattering in space, such as diffraction and 
multiple scattering are considered, so the answer 
is precise. 
     It was shown that the frequency of modulating 
carrier is significant in case of dielectric target, but 
has no effect on the reconstruction of conductor 
object. 
     The presented method can also be used for 

reconstruction of three-dimensional targets. For 
example, if the target excited by a point source, the 
causality locus will change into a causality surface 
which has a spherical movement in the free space. 
If the target is far away from the source, the 
spherical surface is approximately planar and the 
target can be reconstructed layer by layer. The 
presented method can be combined with other 
optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithm 
to estimate the shape and the electrical properties 
of the target at the same time. 
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